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Let F be a field, L a Lie F-algebra of finite dimension d, and U the 
universal enveloping algebra of L. Then U is a Noetherian domain 
[3, p. 1661. Let D denote its division ring of quotients. Suppose charF= 0. 
Lichtman in [S, 63 considers some group theoretic properties of GL(n, D) 
and its subgroups. In this note we pursue this investigation a little further. 
For fuller statements of both Lichtman’s results and our own see Section 2 
below. Here we merely summarize a few of the more interesting points. 
Suppose G is a finitely generated subgroup of GL(n, D). We show for all 
but a finite number of primes q that G has a normal subgroup of finite 
index that is residually a finite q-group. In particular of course G is 
residually finite. Further it follows that G is torsion-free by finite and hence 
if G is periodic then G is finite. Thus [S] a periodic subgroup P of 
GL(n, D) is locally finite. We also show that such a P is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of GL(n, C) and hence that [S] the group P has an abelian 
normal subgroup with index finite and bounded in terms of n only. 
Suppose G, is a subgroup of GL(n, D) containing no free subgroup of 
rank two. Then the structure of Go is described by Theorem A of [6]. We 
give an alternative approach, yielding some improvement of the bounds 
involved. As a consequence we produce a sharper bound for the derived 
length of a soluble subgroup of GL(n, D). Assume again that G is a finitely 
generated subgroup of GL(n, D). An easy result is that if every finite image 
of G is soluble, then G is soluble. In order to proceed much further with 
elucidating the structure of G along the lines suggested by the theory of 
linear groups, we would need something like the nilpotence of G, given that 
the finite images of G are nilpotent. 
Unfortunately the unipotent elements present problems. This is 
frequently the case where imperfect ground fields are involved. (To see that 
is the situation here refer to Section 1 below.) We have only been able to 
prove, under considerably weaker hypotheses that G is nilpotent modulo 
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its unipotent radical u(G) and that the class of G/u(G) is bounded. In par- 
ticular this settles the case n = 1. This topic is the content of Section 3. I 
doubt whether the methods below can ever deliver the nilpotence of G 
itself. I suspect we need some preliminary and detailed analysis of 
unipotent elements in general, particularly over division rings whose 
centres are imperfect. 
Section 1 below contains the core of the later proofs. It is closely related 
to Lichtman’s methods in [S, 61 in that we prove GL(n, D) is locally 
residually linear in a very tightly controlled way. To do this Lichtman 
constructs his localizable ideals via non-commutative valuation domains. 
Here we construct them using Artin-Rees theory. 
Finally note that with F, L, U, and D as above, but with char F# 0 
similar results are true, but since D has finite dimension over its centre 
GL(n, D) is actually isomorphic to a linear group. Consequently the 
positive characteristic versions are of no interest, except in connection with 
the existence of bounds depending on n. Note that if char F=O then 
GL(n, D) need not be isomorphic to a linear group; we give an explicit 
example in Section 4. 
1. THE REDUCTION TO POSITIVE CHARACTERISTICS 
Let F, L, d, U, and D be as in the introduction above, with char F = 0. 
Pick any basis u,, . . . . ud of L over F. Let M be the set of ordered 
monomials u;‘u;* . . . ued d, the ei > 0, so M is a subset of U. By 
the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem U = @, E ,,,, Fm, see, for example, 
[l, p. 33; 3, p. 1661. 
Let R be any finitely generated subring of D. By the Ore condition 
R E rg( U, r - ’ ), the subring generated by U and r-l, for some non-zero 
r E U. There is a finitely generated subring Ji of F such that L, = 0 J, ui is 
a Lie J,-subalgebra of L. Let U, be the universal enveloping algebra of L, . 
Then U, is free as J,-module on M; see [ 1, p. 33, Corollaire 33, and we 
identify U, with the subring OmsM J,m of U. Further U, is a Noetherian 
domain [ 1, p. 29, Prop. 63; let D, denote the division subring of D of 
quotients of U,. We can and do choose J, such that rE U, and 
R<rg(Ul,rpL)<DL. 
The intersection of the maximal ideals of JI is (0). Further for every 
integer h > 1 the intersection of the maximal ideals m of J, with char J,/m 
coprime to h is also (0 1. Note also that for any x E J,\{O} the set of all 
char J,/m as m ranges of all maximal ideals of J, not containing x is 
cofinite in the set of all primes. 
Let ,.K be any specified set of maximal ideals of J, whose intersection is 
(0). Choose m E ,d with r 4 mu,. Then L2 = L,/mL, is a Lie algebra over 
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the finite field F2 = J,/tn, and the PoincarCBirkhoff-Witt theorem again 
identifies the universal enveloping algebra U, of L2 with U,/mU,. in 
particular mU, is completely prime and, since J, is Noetherian, is centrally 
finitely generated as an ideal of U,. Let rz denote the image of r in U, and 
set q = char F2. 
There is a finitely generated central subring J2 of U2 such that U2 is free 
of rank q” over J,, for by [3, p. 204, Lemma 5, and proof], there are 
elements zi satisfying [3, p. 189, Lemma 41, in which the ni are all qd. Thus 
U2 is free of rank qdZ over its central subring J2 = F2[zI, . . . . zd]. Let D, be 
the division ring of quotients of U2 and Qz the quotient subfield of J2 in 
D,. The Q, is central in D2 and 
Further Qz U2 has finite dimension over Qz, so regular elements of Q2 U2 
are units and Q, U2 = D,. Hence there is a finitely generated subring K2 of 
Q, containing J, with rg( U,, r; ’ ) < K, U,. If rt2 is a maximal ideal of K2 
then K&I, is a finite field and m, = n2 n J2 is a maximal ideal of J2. Let 
x,, . . . . x, be any free J,-basis of U2. Then D2 = @ Qzxi, K, U2 = 0 Kzxi, 
n, U, = 0 nzxi and 
tt2U2n.U,= @(n,nJ,)xi= Om,x,=m,U,. 
Thus U2/m, U, is finite and embeds into K, U2 /nz U2. By construction the 
image of rz in the later is a unit. Therefore the image of r2 in the former is 
regular and consequently is a unit of U,/m, U,. 
Let a 2 mU, be the inverse image of m, U2 in U1. Since U, is Noetherian 
and a is polycentral, so a is (weak) Artin-Rees, e.g., [7, 11.2.8). Let r be 
the radical of a, that is let r/a be the radical of the finite ring U,/a. Some 
positive power of r lies in a and consequently r too is Artin-Rees. Trivially 
U,/r is a finite semisimple ring in which the image of r is a unit. Then by 
[8,4.3.11 and 4.2.61 we can form the ring U,C-’ of quotients of U, by the 
set C= gu,(r) of regular elements of U, modulo r, and ni(rC-‘)i= (0). 
Identify U, C-’ with the subring rg( U1, C-‘) of D,. Clearly r E C. Thus 
R<rg(U,,r-‘)<UIC-‘<D,. 
Let b denote the radical in R of R n rCI. Then b is an ideal of R with 
R/b a finite semisimple ring of characteristic q and nibi = [O]. Also 
U,/m, U2 z U, /a has finite dimension e = qdL over its central subfield 
F3 = J,/m,. If J, < R, for example if CT, < R, then R/b contains a central 
copy of F3 and R/b has dimension at most e over F3. 
Now mU, is also polycentral and hence Artin-Rees in UI, and it is 
actually completely prime. Now set C = wu,(mU,). Trivially r E C. Also 
(mu,)‘= m’U, = @ mim 
msM 
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and (mU,)‘/(mU,)“‘r ~(mi/mi+‘)~~mm’/m’fL~~,UL. Then each 
(mU,)i/(mU,)i+l is free as U,/mU,-module and so C=Vu,((mU,)‘) for 
each i. Thus by [8,4.2.6] again we can localize U, at C and obtain 
Further the isomorphism U,/mU, 2 U2 induces the exact sequence 
O+mU,C-‘-+ U,C-‘+D,+O. 
Let c = R n mU, C-r. Then R/c is isomorphic to a subring of the division 
ring D, of quotients of the enveloping algebra UZ of the Lie F,-algebra L2 
of dimension d. Finally nci = (0 > by [8,4.2.6] again. 
We now make a more careful choice of the element r. Suppose we have 
R < rg( U,, SK’) for some non-zero element s of U, and that a finite subset 
X of R is given. Then X= (a, c- I,..., a,, c- ’ } for some distinct elements 
a,, . . . . a,, of U, and non-zero element c of U1. Set r =.r(ni,j(ai-aj)). 
Certainly r is a non-zero element of U, with 
Let b be chosen as above and let 4: R + R/b be the natural map. Hence rd 
is regular in the finite ring Rd and ai4 # ai4 for i#j. Then 
(sic-‘) 4 cd = ai4 and so (a,~‘) 4 # (ujc-‘) 4 for i#j. Thus 4 is one-to- 
one on X. Similarity with c chosen as above R/c by construction is a 
domain, and if +: R + RJc is the natural map then + is one-to-one on X. 
We have now proved the following. 
1.1. THEOREM. Let F, L, d, U, D, and R be as above with char F = 0 and 
suppose A’ is any finite subset of R. For all but a finite set of primes q, 
depending on X, 
(a) there is a ideal b of R with R/b a finite semisimple ring of charac- 
teristic q such that nibi = (0) and the natural projection of R onto R/b is 
one-to-one on X and 
(b) there is an ideal c of R with R/c isomorphic to a subring of the 
division ring of quotients of the enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra of dimen- 
sion d over a finite field of characteristic q such that nici = (0) and the 
natural projection of R onto R/c is one-to-one on X. 
We have yet to take advantage of the possibility of selecting the set A of 
maximal ideals m. This we shall need to do in Section 3 below. 
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2. THE SKEW LINEAR GROUPS 
Let n be a positive integer. With D and R as in Section 1 suppose G is 
any subgroup of GL(n, R). Note that if G is any finitely generated subgroup 
of GL(n, D) then there exists such an R so that G is a subgroup of 
GL(n, R). 
2.1. For all but a finite number of primes q there is a normal subgroup N 
of G offinite index such that N is residually a finite q-group. 
Proof: Let R’“’ be the direct sum of n copies of R, made into an R - G 
bimodule in the obvious way. With X= @ pick b as in 1.1(a). Each R/b’ is 
finite for each positive integer i, see [8,4.3.13]. Set N= C,(R’“‘/b’“‘). Then 
N is a normal subgroup of G of finite index, G/N being isomorphic to a 
subgroup of GL(n, R/b). Further N stabilizes the series { (bi)‘“‘}iao and 
each (bi)(“)/(bi+ 1)(n’ is a finite elementary abelian q-group. By elementary 
stability theory N is residually a finite of q-group. 
2.2. G is torsion-free by finite. 
Proof: For suitable distinct primes q1 and q2 pick by 2.1 normal 
subgroups Ni of finite index in G with Ni residually a finite q,-group. Then 
N, n N, is a torsion-free normal subgroup of G of finite index. 
Thus we have: 
2.3 (Lichtman [S]). Periodic subgroups of GL(n, D) are locally finite. 
The following is an immediate consequence of 2.1 and [9] 2.2; see [9] 
for an explanation of the concepts involved. 
2.4. G is centrally eremitic and has a normal subgroup offinite index with 
eccentricity 1. 
Recall that a group H is super-residually X if for every finite subset X of 
H there is a homomorphism 4 of H onto an X-group such that Q is one-to- 
one on X. Taking X= { 1, x} for x any non-trivial element of H shows that 
such a group is necessarily residually X. The following is immediate from 
1.1(a). 
2.5. G is super-residually a yinite) group of n by n matrices over finite 
semisimple algebras of prime characteristics q and dimensions at most qdZ 
over a central subfield. 
2.6. G is super-residually a group of n by n matrices over division rings of 
prime characteristics q and finite dimensions dividing qd2 over their centres. 
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This result is implicit in Lichtman [S] and follows at once from 1.1(b). 
Notice that by 2.2 there are only finitely many primes involved in the 
elements of G of finite order. In Section 1 we can choose J? not to contain 
any m with char J,/m one of these primes. The kernels of the maps in 2.5 
and 2.6 are residually finite q-groups for q = char Ji/m, cf. the proof of 2.1, 
and hence their elements of finite order have orders powers of q. 
Consequently if we wish we can insist that the kernels in 2.5 and 2.6 are 
torsion-free. 
2.1. Let P be a periodic subgroup of GL(n, D). Then P is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of GL(n, C). In particular (Lichtman [S]) there is an abelian nor- 
mal subgroup of P of finite index bounded by any function of n satisfying 
Jordan’s theorem [2, 5.61. 
Proof: Suppose G is a finitely generated subgroup of P. Then G is finite 
by 2.3. By 2.6 and the comments thereafter (alternatively from 1.1(b) with q 
chosen not to divide [Cl) the group G is isomorphic to a finite skew linear 
group of degree n and positive characteristic prime to ICI. By a theorem 
of Zalesskii [8, 2.3.11 and Dickson’s theorem [2, Corollary 3.81 G is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of GL(n, C). Thus Mal’cev’s local theorem yields 
that P is isomorphic to a subgroup of GL(n, K) for some field K of charac- 
teristic zero. But P is also periodic, so P now is countable [ 10,9.5] and 
hence K can be chosen to be countable. Therefore K is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of @ and the claim follows. 
2.8 (Lichtman [S]). A unipotent subgroup U of GL(n, D) is a stability 
group. 
Proof: By 1.1(b), the linear case and [S, 1.3.41 the group U is locally 
residually nilpotent-of-class-less-than-n. Thus U is nilpotent and [8, 1.3.41 
yields the conclusion. 
2.9. Let G, be any subgroup of GL(n, D). Zf GO is soluble then GO has 
derived length at most -[-log,n]+3n+max{l, -[-log,qd*]}. In 
general GO has a unique maximal soluble normal subgroup. 
This is an immediate corollary of 1.1 (b) and Corollary 2 and comments 
of [ 11). It slightly improves the bound of Lichtman [6, Theorem A, 
Corollary 23. 
2.10. Suppose every finite image of G is soluble. Then G is soluble. 
In fact we need only assume that the finite natural linear images of G are 
soluble, where “natural linear images” means those linear images arising 
in 1.1. 
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Proof By the linear case [ 10,4.2] the group G is soluble modulo each 
ideal c arising in 1.1 (b). These soluble images of G have bounded derived 
lengths, bounded indeed by the function given in 2.9, see [ 11, Corollary 21 
again. Therefore G is soluble. 
The following is a variant of Lichtman [6, Theorem A]. The main 
improvement is to the structure of Go/K. 
2.11. Suppose G,, is a subgroup of GL(n, D) with no free subgroup of 
rank 2. Then G,, has normal subgroups ( 1) < U < P < H < K < G where 
U = u( G,) is unipotent, 
PfU is isomorphic to a linear group of degree n and characteristic zero, 
HIP is abelian, 
K/H is nilpotent of class less than max(2, $81, and 
GO/K is isomorphic to a subgroup of the symmetric group Sym(n) of 
degree n. 
In particular GO has a soluble normal subgroup whose index is finite and 
bounded by a function of n only. 
Proof Note first that the final claim of 2.11 follows from the rest of the 
result; for by the linear case [ 10, 10.173 P has a soluble normal subgroup S 
with (P: S) bounded by a function of n only and by 2.9 we can choose S 
normal in Go. Then C,(P/S) is a soluble normal subgroup with index in 
G, bounded by a function of n only. 
Assume first that G,, = G is also finitely generated. Then G has only a 
finite number of subgroups of index at most n !. The images of G modulo 
the ideals c of 1.1(b) have the structure given by Corollary 1 of [ 111. Thus 
G has normal subgroups P < H < K such that G/K is isomorphic to a sub- 
group of Sym(n), K/H is nilpotent of class less than max(2, f&), H/P is 
abelian, and P is super-residually locally finite, skew linear of degree n and 
positive characteristic. If Q is a locally finite, skew linear group of degree n 
and positive characteristic q then by a theorem of Zalesskii [8,2.3.1] the 
group Q/u(Q) is isomorphic to a linear group of degree n and characteristic 
q. A standard super-residual argument shows that if U = u(P) then P/U is 
super-residually linear of degree n and positive characteristic. 
A version of Mal’cev’s local theorem, e.g., [ 10, p. 30, Exercise 2.11, yields 
that P/U is isomorphic to a linear group of degree n. The ground field here 
is an ultraproduct of fields of positive characteristics and the ultrafilter 
involved is never principal. Now G is countable, so the set of finite subsets 
X of G is countable and by Section 1 we can arrange that the map XI+ q 
given by 1.1 is one-to-one. Thus we have an ultraproduct of infinitely many 
fields of distinct characteristics over a non-principal ultrafilter. Such is 
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easily seen to have characteristic zero. Thus P/U is isomorphic to a linear 
group of degree n and characteristic zero. Clearly u(G) n P= u(P) and we 
can choose u(G) ,< K. Replace P and H by P . u(G) and H . u(G). Thus we 
then have U = u(G). 
Now consider the case where G, is not finitely generated. Then G, has 
the required structure locally. An elementary inverse limit argument shows 
that G, has normal subgroups P < H < K with H/P, K/H, and GO/K as in 
the statement of 2.11 but with P locally, unipotent-radical by linear of 
degree n and characteristic zero. Let U = u(P). If X< Y < P are both 
finitely generated then Xn u(Y) d u(X) and u(G) = u,n rZXu( Y). Hence 
P/U is locally super-residually linear of degree n and characteristic zero. 
Therefore P/U is isomorphic to a linear group of degree n and charac- 
teristic zero. The local argument delivers u(G) < K, since this is the case 
locally. If necessary enlarge P and H as in the previous case to obtain 
U = u(G). 
We complete this section with a proof of the following result of 
Lichtman. 
2.12 [S]. suppose L# (0). If N is a normal subgroup of GL(n, D) 
containing no free subgroup of rank two, then N is central in GL(n, D). 
Proof By [8,4.5.1] we may assume that n = 1. By 2.11 above N is 
soluble by finite. Then N is central by [8,4.5.5]. 
3. NILPOTENCE CRITERIA 
3.1. Let R be a finitely generated integral domain and G a subgroup of 
GL(n, R). For each maximal ideal m of R let 4,: G + GL(n, Rfm) be the 
induced map. Then there exists an integer c depending only on n and R such 
that tf each GQ,/u(GqS,) is nilpotent, then G/u(G) is nilpotent of class at 
most c. 
Proof Of course each G4, is finite. Apply [ 10, 10.41 (and its proof) to 
the set 71 of primes not exceeding n and not equal to char R. Thus there is 
an integer m depending only on n and R and a set 4 of maximal ideals of 
R with intersection (0) such that for each m in .M we have charR/m$n 
and the Ir-subgroups of G&, have order at most m. 
Now G4,/u(G&,,) is isomorphic to a completely reducible nilpotent 
subgroup of GL(n, R/m) and as such is monomial over some extension 
field of R/m. Thus 
c=max{l, -[-log,m]j 
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bounds the nilpotency class of G&,/u(G&,,). Let H denote the (c + 1)st 
term of the lower central series of G. Then Z&j,,, is unipotent for all m in .M. 
Also 4, is the restriction of a ring homomorphism and nrn = (0). 
Therefore H is unipotent and the proof is complete. 
Suppose for the moment that G is as in Section 1. If every finite image of 
G is nilpotent, or more generally if every finite “natural linear” image of G 
is nilpotent, then by [lo, 10.51 the group G is nilpotent modulo each ideal 
c as in 1.1(b). By 3.1 above if every finite “natural linear” image of G is 
unipotent by nilpotent, then modulo every c as in 1.1(b) the group G is 
unipotent by nilpotent. We now require means of lifting nilpotence infor- 
mation from the images of G arising from the ideals c to G itself. Before we 
can describe such a method we need to give some preparatory lemmas. 
3.2. Let J be a finitely generated integral domain of characteristic zero, k 
and n positive integers and p,, pZ, . . . . p, primes. Then there exist positive 
integers h and I, with 1 depending only on J, and an infinite set ?I of primes 
such that 
(a) for every finite subset X of J and every infinite subset K, of 7c there 
exists a p in n, and a homomorphism 4: J + GF( p’) that is one-to-one on X, 
and 
(b) for i = 1,2,..., r the order of GL(n,pk’) is not divisible by p:. 
Proof By [ 10, 10.21 there is a positive integer 1 such that (a) holds for 
every infinite set K of primes. Further by [ 10, 10.3.41 there is an infinite set 
II of primes and a positive integer h such that pl, . . . . pr do not lie in rr and 
for each p in TI and for each i the integer p: does not divide 
,fJ (Pk”_ 1) 
But 
(GL(n, pk’)l =p* fi (pk”- 1) 
I=1 
for some integer *. The lemma follows, 
3.3. Let D be a division ring offinite dimension z over its centre and let G 
be a locally nilpotent subgroup of GL(n, D) with centre Z. Suppose that 
(* ) . . . G/Z is periodic. 
Then G’ is also periodic and G/Z and G’ involve only primes dividing n !, z, 
and, tf it is positive, char D. 
481/121/I-11 
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Hypothesis (*) is very mild, for example, (*) holds if either u(G) = (1) 
or char D > 0, see [S, 3.2.41. 
Proof For each prime p let G,/Z be the maximal p-subgroup of G/Z. 
Suppose q is a prime with q # char D and q j n! z. There is a completely 
reducible subgroup H of GL(n, D) isomorphic to G,/u(G,), see [8, 1.1.21. 
Let A be a maximal abelian normal subgroup of H. Clearly A contains the 
centre of H, so H/A is a q-group. Also being linear (for example, over the 
centre of D), His hypercentral, so A = C,(A). Whence by 3(a) of [ll] the 
index (H: A) is finite and divides a power of n !z. Hence A = H, H is 
abelian, and G; d u(G,). But G; is a q-group, for example, by [8, 3.2.11 
and yet q #char D. Therefore G, is abelian. Finally G is a central product 
of the G, as p ranges over all primes. Consequently G, is central in G and 
G, = 2. The lemma follows from this and [S, 3.2.21. 
3.4. Let F, L, d, U, and D be as in the introduction but with F afinitefield. 
Suppose K is a finite subfield of the matrh ring D” ” n containing the central 
copy of F, Then dim,Kd n. 
Proof Let dim,K= k. Since K is a Galois extension of F the ring 
K@ rK is isomorphic to the direct sum Kck’ of k copies of K, see [4, p. 87, 
Ex. 11. Also L,= K@rL is a Lie K-algebra. If UK is its universal envelop- 
ing algebra, then it follows from the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem that 
K@,,U z UK. Thus if D, is the division ring of quotients of U,, then 
KQrD embeds into D,. Hence we have 
But D”KX” contains at most n non-zero pairwise orthogonal idempotents, 
e.g., [8, 1.1.91. Consequently k < n. 
3.5. THEOREM. Let F, L, d, U, D, and R be as in Section 1. Then there 
exsits an integer c such that if G is a subgroup of GL(n, R) such that G is 
unipotent by nilpotent modulo each ideal c of R as in 1.1(b), then G/u(G) is 
nilpotent of class at most c. 
Proof With X any finite subset of R pick J, as in Section 1 and apply 
3.2 with J= J, k = n! and p,, pz, . . . . pr the primes not exceeding n. Let M be 
the set of kernels of the various homomorphisms $ of J, into GF(p’) arising 
in 3.2(a), With the notation of Section 1, let Gz be the natural image of G 
in GL(n, D2). Our hypothesis entails that Gz/u(Gz) is nilpotent. Recall that 
(D,, Qz) is a power of q=char D2. 
There is a completely reducible subgroup H of GL(n, D,) with H 
isomorphic to G,/u(G,). Let 2 denote the centre of H. By [8, 3.2.41 the 
group H/Z is periodic. Hence by 3.3 the groups H/Z and H’ involve only 
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the primes pI, pz, . . . . p, and q. If H/Z is a q-group, that is, if H is q-primary, 
then H is abelian, see [S, 3.2.91. 
Suppose H/Z is a q’-group, so H’ too is a q’-group [8, 3.2.21. By 
[S, 1.1.141 and Clifford’s theorem the F,-subalgebra F,[H’] of 0;"" 
generated by H’ is semisimple Artinian. It is also locally finite, so 
F*[H’] = & QX”‘, 
i=l 
for certain algebraic extensions fields Ki of F2. By 3.4 we have each 
dim, Ki < n. But F2 < GF(q’), so each K, < GF(qk’) for k = n!. Also Cni < n, 
for example, by [S, 1.1.93 again. With h given by 3.2 for each i the integer 
pf does not divide the order of GL(n, qk’). But H’ is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of GL(n, 4”). Hence H is nilpotent of class at most h. 
In general, see [8, 3.2.21, the group His a central product of a q-primary 
subgroup and a q/-primary subgroup. Thus always H is nilpotent of class 
at most h. This proves that GJu(GJ is nilpotent of class at most h for all 
images Gz of G arising as above. Hence if C is the (h + 1)st term of the 
lower central series of G then modulo each ideal c as in 1.1 (b), the group C 
is unipotent. Therefore C itself is unipotent and the proof is complete. 
3.6. COROLLARY. With the notation of 3.5 there is an integer c such that 
if G is any nilpotent subgroup of GL(n, R) then G/u(G) is nilpotent of class 
at most c. 
Suppose in 3.6 that n = 1. Then u(G) = (1) and we have at least the 
criterion we require in the case n = 1. This has a large number of simple 
consequences, which we now wish to record. First we have to introduce 
some notation. 
For any group G let 
4(G) denote the Frattini subgroup of G, 
6(G) the intersection of the non-normal maximal subgroups of G, 
meaning G if none such exist, 
q(G) the Hirsch-Plotkin radical of G, 
q,(G) the Fitting subgroup of G, 
II/(G) the intersection of the centralizers of the chief factors of G, 
I+$ ,( G) the intersection of the centralizers of the finite chief factors 
of G, 
t;(G) the hypercentre of G, and 
c,(G) the centre of G. 
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Exactly as in the linear case, see [lo, 4.17 and 4.191, we can prove the 
following. 
3.7. COROLLARY. Let D and R be as in 3.5. if G is any subgroup of the 
group of units of R, i.e., of GL( 1, R), then 
(a) b(G) < 6(G) < v(G) = q,(G) = $(G) = (C/,(G), and all are 
nilpotent, 
(b) q(G)/&G) =q(G/&G)), which is the unique maximal abelian 
normal subgroup of G/&G), 
(c) &GM(G) =&W(G)) = I;(W(G)) = C,(GMG)), and 
(d) G is nilpotent if and only if G’ <d(G). 
There are also consequences for the study of Engel elements. Again for 
any group G let 
L(G) denote the set of left Engel elements of G; we work with left 
normed commutators, 
L(G) the set of bounded left Engel elements of G, 
R(G) the set of right Engel elements of G, 
R(G) the set of bounded right Engel elements of G, 
o(G) the Gruenberg radical of G, 
C(G) the Baer radical of G, 
p(G)= {LEG: VXEG, (x) is ascendent in (x, g”)}, and 
p(G)= (gEG: (3kEN) (VXEG, (x} is subnormal in (x,gG) ink 
steps)}. 
Then just as in the linear case, see [lo, 8.151, using results of Gruenberg 
and 3.5 and 2.9 we obtain the following. 
3.8. COROLLARY. With D as in 3.5 let G be any subgroup of D*. Then 
L(G) = a(G) = v(G), R(G) = P(G) 
E(G) = C(G), K(G) = o(G). 
In particular the four sets of Engel elements are subgroups. 
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4. AN EXAMPLE 
Let F = Q and let L = FM @ Fu be the 2-dimensional Lie F-algebra 
defined by [a, u] = U. It is just the Lie F-algebra of F* x * spanned by 
. 
Let U and D be defined as above. In U we have vu - uv = u, so in D we 
have u- ‘YU = u + 1. Now F(v) < D is the field of rational functions over F 
in u and so its multiplicative subgroup (u + m: m E Z) is free abelian on 
the exhibited generators. Also u permutes these generators cyclically by 
conjugation. Therefore (u, v) E C, 2 C,. 
Consider the split exteension D* [D +, where D* acts on D + by right 
multiplication. Then D*[D’ is isomorphic to the subgroup 
: a,bED,a#O 
of GL(2, D). We claim that D*[D’ is not isomorphic to any linear group. 
Indeed we produce a 3-generator soluble subgroup of D*[D+ that is not 
isomorphic to any linear group. 
Let Y be any non-zero element of D and set G = (u, a, r ) < D* [D +, 
where u and u are interpreted as elements of D* and r of D+. Then 
A=GnD+=(r’) 
is an abelian normal subgroup of G with G/A z (u, u). In particular G is 
soluble.IfsoD+ andwE(U,u) then [s,w]=S(w-l)inD.SinceDisa 
domain we obtain C,(a) = A for every a E A\( 1). In particular A is the 
Fitting subgroup of G. If G is isomorphic to a linear group then, being 
soluble, G is nilpotent by abelian by finite. But G/A z C, { C, is not 
abelian by finite, since [u’, of] # 1 for every positive integer t. Therefore G 
is not isomorphic to any linear group. Trivially G is 3-generator and G is 
easily seen to have derived length exactly three. 
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